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Abstract—Message-passing is an increasingly popular design style for MPSoCs that usually results in systems that perform better compared to external shared-memory designs performance and power-wise, this because of much decreased data transfers with external memory. This scheme relies on explicit communications between processing tasks that participate in the application. Contrarily to shared-memory multiprocessors, tasks usually get assigned to processors at design-time. In order to cope with transient performance losses originating from various phenomena such as increased processing workload or peak traffic in the communication subsystem, various adaptation mechanisms based on task migration have been proposed in the literature. As Message-passing systems usually use PE-private memory architecture, these mechanisms imply migrating application code from processor to processor, which incurs penalty in performance and power consumption. This paper proposes a local shared-memory strategy in which processors execute code hosted in a remote processor.
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I. INTRODUCTION

NoC-based MPSoC platforms have to provide quality of service (QoS - e.g. guarantee of throughput) for broad application domains (e.g. real-time and avionics systems), which further require high performance allied to low power consumption [1]. Dealing with the workload variability of such applications using static approaches becomes inadequate for two main reasons. First, considering that not all applications may execute concurrently, allocating resources for all application tasks, at design time, can lead to MPSoC underutilization, and therefore system oversizing. Second, unexpected behaviors (e.g. user requests) may have a huge impact on the overall system performance, if not handled managed properly [2][3].

In this context, adaptive MPSoCs feature run-time techniques that allow balancing workload across processing elements (PEs) therefore enabling to deal with unpredictable behaviors and maintaining performance at run-time [4]. In order to perform load balancing for achieving better performance, efficient mapping heuristics and task migration mechanisms must be employed. Task mapping defines the initial placement for a given task while task migration re-maps this task if its performance is degraded due to the system behavior (e.g. higher PE load, NoC congestion). Task migration employs different activities (e.g. context saving and restoring [5]) that are not handled by the task mapping mechanisms. In the literature, these techniques have been proposed aiming to satisfy different system requirements.

For instance, Streichert et al. [4] employ task migration to maintain the correct execution of an application by migrating executing tasks from a PE that presents a fault (failure). In [5], authors present a migration case study for MPSoCs that relies on the μClinux operating system and a check pointing mechanism. This work was extended in [6], where an OS and middleware infrastructure for task migration was provided on the top of an MPSoC platform (NoCs are not considered). Shen et al [7] discuss the software and hardware architecture features that are necessary to support task migration in heterogeneous MPSoCs. In [8] authors propose a mechanism that exploits run-time temperature and workload information to define suitable run-time thermal migration patterns. In turn, Barcelos et al. [9] explore the use of task migration in a NoC-based system that comprises both shared and distributed memory organizations, aiming to decrease the energy consumption when transferring the task code. Goodarzi et al. [10] propose the use of virtual point-to-point (VPP) in order to reduce overhead caused by migrating tasks.

In addition to these works, this paper proposes a remote execution technique that draws inspiration from NUMA (Non-Uniform Memory Access) architectures, in which PEs are entitled to access remote PE memories, therefore lifting the need of physically migrating data. The contributions of this paper may be summarized as follows: (i) proposition of remote task execution strategy in a RTL NoC-based MPSoC, (ii) implementation of hybrid memory architecture that can be employed to optimize the performance of load balancing mechanisms (task migration and remote execution), and (iii) analysis in terms of advantages and drawbacks of employing shared and distributed memory organization when applying load balancing mechanisms, aiming to improve the load balancing efficiency. To the best of our knowledge, the present work is the first RTL NoC-based MPSoC implementation that supports both task migration and the proposed remote execution mechanism into the same system. Thus, according to a particular application or run-time scenario, either task migration or remote execution may be chosen. This paper does not address the actual dynamic mapping algorithms that drive task migration but rather focus on the underlying mechanisms, which were validated onto the OpenScale platform and prototyped in different FPGAs.

II. OPENSscale ARCHITECTURE AND REMOTE EXECUTION

A. Platform Description

The OpenScale\textsuperscript{1} architecture is a homogeneous message-passing NoC-based MPSoC with distributed memory. Each

\footnote{Available for download at: http://www.lirmm.fr/ADAC}
node comprises a router and a PE. The PE is composed of a SecretBlaze (SBlaze) CPU with instruction and data caches (i.e. Microblaze-like architecture) [11] a timer, an interrupt controller, a RAM, optionally an UART and a network interface (NI).

The platform RTOS is a pre-emptive priority-based micro-kernel. Each SecretBlaze runs this RTOS independently, and communications and synchronizations are made through a message-passing API similar to MPI. Applications are represented through Khan Process Networks, a standard representation in such a message-passing oriented system [11]. Main features of the RTOS are: (i) run-time dynamic applications loading, (ii) preemptive round-robin scheduler based on thread credits, (iii) system-monitoring mechanisms (e.g. SecretBlaze utilization) and (iv) API with different drivers support (e.g. UART).

B. Remote Execution

Different from the task migration, in the remote execution mechanism the task is remotely executed in the new node, using a remote memory access protocol implemented in the NoC. The remote execution protocol is illustrated in Figure 1.

First SBlaze in PE A interrupts t1 execution (step 1) and then sends an execution request with the current task state (step 2). Once the chosen PE B granted its request, t1 is executed in SBlaze (PE B) by fetching its code from the remote SBlaze in PE A (step 3). To improve the execution efficiency, the instructions fetched remotely are cached in the L1 instruction cache of SBlaze (PE B).

It is important to note that the programming philosophy of the platform is message passing and not shared memory. Hence, only few data (static data) are fetched from remote memory during a remote execution, the main data flow coming from messages. In this configuration, we chose not to cache remote data during a remote execution. This strategy was taken considering that we have on-chip memory, with memory access latency few orders of magnitude less than standard shared memory architecture using off-chip memory. Furthermore, using uncached data avoids the use of complex cache coherency mechanisms between data cache and remote memories. Instructions, however, are entirely cached.

In order to support this protocol, a hardware module called remote memory access (RMA) was implemented. The RMA is composed of an RMA-Send and an RMA-Reply, which enable distant memory access through the NoC. Two asynchronous FIFOs are employed to guarantee the communication between both modules and the NoC, as shown Figure 2. The purpose of the RMA-Send is to answer the memory requests from its local CPU (step 1 and step 3). In case of write request, the RMA-Send component sends the data that must be stored in original task PE (e.g. in Figure 1 PE B transfers the resulting data of execution of t1 to the PE A). In case of a read request, the RMA-Send component requests the desired data to the remote PE (e.g. in Figure 1 PE B requesting instruction code to the PE A). In turn, the RMA-Reply module answers the request coming from the RMA-Send (i.e. NoC side, step 2). In case the incoming request is granted the data is stored in the memory. In a read request, the data is read from the memory, packetized and sent to the PE that requested it.

The overall memory access performance depends on two main factors. First, as our architecture provides only a L1 cache, the cache-miss rate is particularly important, as it determines the number of remote memory accesses, hence the traffic. Therefore remote memory access performance depends on: (i) cache size, (ii) cache policy, and (iii) number of remote memory accesses resulting from application. As the cache policy is fixed in the present platform, only the cache size and the remote memory access rate were considered as parameters for the performance measures (discussed in Section III).

In the target architecture, all PEs have local private memory. Therefore, every node may have the same address mapping. However, the RMA module brings shared memory features, thus it is necessary to devise a new memory mapping accordingly. Figure 3 shows this memory mapping. To match the adopted protocol, the four highest bits are kept for the selection of a local component that is connected to the CPU. In case of RMA module address, the eight following bits (Figure 3) are used to select the XY node coordinates. The last twenty bits are used for memory address. The adopted allows defining systems made of 16x16 PEs, with 1 MB of RAM each.

A second key factor of the overall memory performance is the remote memory access latency, which greatly depends upon NoC features such as channel width. The platform
configuration used to evaluate the remote memory access latency is described as follows: 2x2-mesh topology, XY routing algorithm, buffer-depth of 4 positions, handshake control flow, executing remotely an AES application (see Section III A). The application instructions are put in the top left PE, and accessed either by its right neighbor (1 hop remote access), or by the diagonal PE (two hops remote access). Table 1 shows the latency of read and write remote memory accesses, varying the NoC channel width in 4, 8, 16 and 32 bits, when 8 words of 32 bits (data size) are considered.

Table 1: Memory Access Time (in clock cycles) for Read and Write Operations Regarding Different (Diff.) Channel Width and # of Hops.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Channel Width</th>
<th>1 hop (diff.%)</th>
<th>2 hops (diff.%)</th>
<th>1 hop (diff.%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4 bits</td>
<td>1052</td>
<td>1194</td>
<td>1308</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8 bits</td>
<td>560</td>
<td>638</td>
<td>702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 bits</td>
<td>308</td>
<td>354</td>
<td>391</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>32 bits</td>
<td>182</td>
<td>212</td>
<td>231</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section evaluates the proposed remote execution, as well as compares it to a task migration mechanism validated in [12]. In order to fairly assess the performance overhead induced by those two mechanisms, the first set of experiments are conducted in best effort mode, therefore all implementations aim at maximizing performance rather than ensuring quality of service. This allows stressing the architecture as much as possible, hence migration / remote execution cost becomes prominent rather than compensated by transient increase in CPU usage. All applications were first profiled in order to capture a reference CPU workload, which guides possible task migration and remote execution configurations.

Finally, as most embedded applications require real-time execution, the second set of experiments focuses on QoS issues using a streaming application as case study.

A. Experimental Setup

Real applications were employed for evaluating both task migration and remote execution mechanisms:

- **MJPEG decoding**: A quick profiling shows the average percentage of CPU time of each task in a sequential execution: SENDER only 2%, IVLC take around 85% of the CPU time, while IDCT 8% and IQUANT 5%.
- **Smith-Waterman**: used to find similar regions between two DNA sequences.
- **DES (Data Encryption Standard) and AES (Advanced Encryption Standard) cryptography application**,  
- **FFT (Fast Fourier Transform) and FIR (Finite Impulse Response)**, which are matrix computation application.

The platform is configured as follows: (i) NoC with 4 positions input buffer and 32 bits channel width, (ii) NoC router and CPU running at 50MHz, (iii) CPU using hardware multiplier, divider and barrel shifter, (iv) default cache size set to 16kB, 8 words per lines. Such configurations were used in best-effort and QoS scenarios.

B. Experiments in Best-Effort Scenarios

The first experiment evaluates the performance of six applications considering the number of cache misses during this execution. Adopted applications present different computation time and diverse behaviors in terms of memory accesses. Figure 4 shows resulting performance, normalized versus local execution (equivalent to task migration). The performance overhead varies between 37% and 4% depending on the application. Cache miss rates are indicated for each application, showing a direct link between the efficiency of remote execution and number of cache misses.

![Figure 4 - Performance results of remote execution normalized versus local execution and corresponding cache miss rates.](image)

C. Experiments in QoS Scenarios

The MJPEG streaming application was employed to compare the throughput gain using: (i) task migration (TM), and (ii) remote execution (RE). Figure 5 shows the initial (a) and final configurations (b) regarding the task migration experiment; (c) depicts the same for remote execution.

![Figure 5 - Task configurations used in the throughput evaluation.](image)
start point, which comprises TM and RE protocols initialization. Task migration leads to a loss in performance due to the required time to transfer task code from PE A to PE B. During this period, the TM throughput is almost half that of RE, which achieves an average throughput of 400 kB/s, just after 4ms. However, after code transfer is completed, TM performs better than RE, since IQuant is executed locally.

As real-time embedded systems must guarantee strict timings, we abstracted a complete video application through inserting a buffer at the last stage of the video pipeline. Data are read out of this buffer at periodic time intervals so as to model video frames displayed on a monitor at a given frame rate. In order to meet the real-time constraint; that buffer should never run empty so as to ensure smooth video decoding. Readout is set at 300kB/s, corresponding to the performance of the initial mapping. Figure 7 shows the buffer occupation regarding the application throughput.

IV. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS

This paper presented the remote execution mechanism, which can be used to optimize performance parameters at run-time, aiming to satisfy different system requirements is more efficient for tasks having a small cache-miss rate during execution, and with a platform having low NoC activity. It also proved a better reactivity during the transient migration phase.

On the other hand, task migration achieved better long-term performance and scalability. The long-term goal will be to conduct experiments with dynamic selection of the best suited load-balancing techniques with respect to either application specifications (e.g., average cache miss rates of each task) or local parameters (e.g., CPU workload). Future work also includes the evaluation of other performance figures such as power dissipation.
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